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1.0 Executive Summary
Doehler, a global business to business conglomerate in the food and beverage industry, is seeking 

a method to determine the solid coffee and/or tea to slurry ratio as the mixture is brewed in a continuous 
flow system. The method must be automated so that the inputs of dry ingredient botanicals and water can 
be adjusted by the system to achieve the desired slurry concentration. Currently, Doehler’s system is 
adjusted manually with a worker taking a bench-top sample measurement after brewing and adjusting the 
input parameters accordingly. By creating a method to determine the slurry ratio, Doehler looks to 
improve consistency, efficiency, and reduce overall waste. This project’s objective was to determine the 
effect of particle properties of coffee, black tea, and green tea on slurry flow. 

To better understand the physical properties of the botanicals used in brewing, particle analysis 
testing was performed to determine bulk density, particle density, and particle volume using image 
processing software, ImageJ, of coffee, black tea, and green tea. The particle analysis confirmed that there 
were no correlations between particle density and bulk density of particles of similar average volumes, 
leading to the conclusion that each botanical would affect slurry flow differently based upon its own 
properties. There was an inversely proportional correlation between bulk density and average particle 
volume, which would be considered when determining the amount of dry ingredient required. Particle 
analysis data and the application fluid dynamic equations were used to create a Graphical User Interface 
(GUI), within the software application MATLAB. This program became the interface with which Doehler 
employees can visually see the need to adjust the speed of the inputs required to obtain the desired 
concentration. 

The combination of the particle analysis of the botanicals and the GUI help to create a procedure 
for further full-scale testing of three sensors, Coriolis mass, magnetic, and ultrasonic flow meters to 
determine the ratios of varying slurry concentrations of 5, 10, and 15%. The data collected in this future 
testing set up would be used to determine which of the three sensors in consideration would be the best 
option to implement in Doehler’s system based upon accuracy, precision, and ability to physically handle 
the slurry concentration during data collection. The readings of these flow meters would be compared to 
rotary flow meters and as a result of the success metric of a detection of a 1% concentration change, a 
final sensor would be recommended for a final solution method. The final sensor chosen will then be 
added in-line of the continuous flow brewing process in use at Doehler’s plant located in Cartersville, 
Georgia, and in other plants worldwide. 

2.0 Introduction
Doehler is a privately held, German-based company that focuses on the manufacturing of natural 

ingredients, ingredient systems, and integrated solutions for the food and beverage industry. Within North 
America, Doehler has plants in Georgia and New Jersey, both of which focus on the production of coffee 
and tea. The process of coffee and tea manufacturing involves the mixing of the dry ingredients with 
water to create a slurry. After a slurry is created, it undergoes various processing steps including mixing, 
heating, pumping through hold tubes, and filtering of the solids from the liquid product. This liquid 
product concentration is affected by the amount of dry ingredient present in the slurry. Doehler is 
currently seeking a method to determine the slurry ratio as it moves through a continuous piping process 
after mixing. The method needs to be fully automated so that the system can adjust the input of dry 
ingredients and water to achieve the desired slurry ratio without the supervision of an employee. By 
solving this problem, Doehler hopes to improve the consistency and efficiency of their current production 
process as well as reduce overall waste.

This Final Design Report serves as a summary of progress made to date. This report includes the 
defined scope of the project, research topics that gave a deeper background of the industrial processes, 
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preliminary prototyping performed, development and initial evaluation of potential solution concepts, and 
the steps that should be taken in the continuation of the project. 

Doehler needs an automated system measurement of the product slurry ratio to improve their 
current continuous flow system in order to improve efficiency, throughput volume, and reduce overall 
waste. Primary research compiled for this project includes discussion with stakeholders, technical 
advisors, and experts in the areas of electrical sensors and continuous flow piping loops, a root-cause 
analysis using a fishbone chart, and a needs assessment conducted by the capstone team.  

3.0 Background
The current system that Doehler uses for producing tea and coffee is a continuous flow 

system. A simplified version of the production process is shown in Figure 1. The production process can 
be broken down into several phases. The first phase includes the inflow of dry ingredient and the second 
phase includes the inflow of water. These two phases occur simultaneously as both materials flow into the 
hydration tank, which is the third phase of the overall continuous flow process. 

Figure 1: A reproduction of the sketch produced during the meeting with Dr. Phinney on Oct. 25th, 2019 displaying the current 
system in use at Doehler. Blue highlighted areas are available for sensor instrumentation placement and green arrows display 
the direction of production flow with the ranges of dry and water input rates provided.

Phase one encompasses the addition of dry ingredient into the system. First, the dry ingredient is 
fed into a hopper above the screw auger. The screw auger is controlled by a variable frequency drive, 
which is adjusted manually by a plant employee. The screw auger feeds dry ingredient into 
a Flowveyor vertical lift conveyor and delivers the ingredient into a mill. The ingredient then exits into a 
mill, where it is ground if necessary. The dry ingredient is fed at a rate of 300-800 kilograms per hour by 
the screw auger. Phase two involves the addition of water into the system. Cold water is pumped directly 
into the hydration tank. The flow rate is measured using a magnetic flow meter and controlled using a 
butterfly flow control valve. The water input is adjusted manually by a plant employee and varies 
between 3000-5000 liters per hour. Phase three describes the hydration of the solids within the hydration 
tank. The solid and liquid feeds are mixed by an agitator resulting in a slurry. The slurry is 
pumped through a sight glass and to the next stages of production using a lobe positive displacement 
pump. The mixture is pumped through the piping to the next production stages including thermal 
processing and solid/liquid separation. A sight glass, shown in Figure 2, is currently used to ensure that 
the mixture of ingredients is generally occurring, and the slurry is flowing properly.  
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Currently, the plant employee bases the water and dry feed adjustments on the near final product 
after the solid/liquid separation phase. Measurements are made using a brix refractometer which is used to 
estimate the extraction concentration of the product. If a higher concentration is needed, then the water 
input is reduced and/or dry good input is increased. The brix factor and profitability of a slurry can be 
maximized by increasing the slurry ratio of dry ingredient to water. However, the optimal ratio of dry 
ingredient to water is limited at 10% solid volume ratio because of the decanting process. Exceeding this 
limit causes machinery failure and stoppage. A large amount of down time is used to remediate this issue 
as the pipeline and decanter need to be pulled apart and cleaned with additional costs due to lost product. 
The goal of this design solution is to maximize the slurry ratio without running the risk of clogging the 
decanter.  

Figure 2: A sanitary union type sight glass similar to that used in Doehler’s piping system. It is typically used with piping in 
dairy plants processes (Source: http://www.harshsteel.com/sanitary-union-type-sight-glass.html) 

Definitions of industry terms:  

Slurry – A nonhomogeneous mixing of solid and liquid. In this case, the solids are tea and coffee. 

Brix – An industry standard relating to coffee and tea measurement for dissolved solids. It is measured as 
a percent or fraction and is related to TDS. 

TDS or “Total Dissolved Solids” – A measurement of solids that have dissolved within a mixture. It is 
calculated by percent mass of dissolved solids divided by mass of liquid. 

Guayusa – A highly caffeinated type of tea leaf, the dry good is leaf fragments of approximately 0.25 cm² 
or smaller in area.  

Coarse grind – The standard grind used for French press coffee, has larger pieces and has a slower 
extraction rate. 

Regular grind – The standard grind used for drip coffee. 

Fine grind – The standard grind used for espresso, is a somewhat powdery solid mixture with a faster 
extraction rate. 

Slurry ratio – The ratio of the mass of solid ingredient to the total mass of slurry (water and solid 
ingredient combined). 

Flowveyor – Conveyor belt-like tool that brings the solid from the screw auger to the top of system to be 
fed into the mill. 

4.0 Detailed Design Description
4.1 Application of a Particle Analysis to the System

In order to investigate how the various dry ingredients behaved in Doehler’s system, several 
procedures were developed to determine properties of their physical characteristics. The properties that 
were critical in the system included particle volume, bulk density, and particle density. The bulk density 
of the particles was important because it affected the dry volumetric flow rate of the ingredients through 
the auger. The particle volume and particle density were important because they affected the density and 
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flow rate of the slurry. One of the key considerations of the ingredients is whether different ingredients 
with similar particle volumes have the same particle density. If different ingredients with similar particle 
volumes have the same particle density, then the slurry density and flow rate will be the same regardless 
of the type of dry ingredient. However, if ingredients of similar volumes have varying particle densities, 
their effect on slurry flow in the system will call for adjustments of inflow rates when changing between 
ingredients. 

4.2 Use of ImageJ in the Particle Analysis
An image processing software, ImageJ, was utilized for calculating the particle volume of each of 

the dry ingredients. ImageJ was chosen for this analysis for its ease of use, accuracy through the 
elimination of human error, availability to the team, and ability to analyze many particles within a short 
period of time. The calculation involved a thresholding technique where the contrast of an image of the 
particles was adjusted so that only the particles to be analyzed appeared. After setting a scale for the 
software to use as a reference, the average particle area was automatically calculated using a built-in 
function within ImageJ. A similar procedure was performed for the thickness of the average particle and 
these two measurements were used to calculate the average particle volume for each type of dry 
ingredient the team tested.

4.3 Creation of the Guided User Interface with Integrated Particle Data
After the particle analysis experiments were performed and data was collected by the team, the 

relationships between properties were analyzed. By determining the average values of particle density, 
particle volume, and bulk density, a program was created to determine ideal input parameters to obtain the 
desired slurry concentration. In combination with fluid dynamics equations, the application of particle 
analysis data could be compiled to create an easy-to-use interface with which an employee at Doehler’s 
plant could manually select the parameters of the system to determine which changes need to be made. 
The easy-to-use interface was essential to the success of the implementation and application of the 
program created. In order to maximize efficiency of the plant and reduce time lost, a graphical user 
interface (GUI), shown in Figure 3, was created using MATLAB software. 

Figure 3: GUI input screen with which the Doehler employees will interact to adjust the water and dry ingredient inputs via drop 
down menus
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4.4 Application of Graphical User Interface to the System
The GUI is an essential program which will be applied to the current system in order to create the 

feedback loop portion of the team’s final design. By using a program which outputs the exact parameters 
required of the system to obtain the desired slurry ratio, human error of the brewing process can be 
eliminated. Due to the program containing the parameters of the current system at Doehler, the user 
simply selects the inputs, ingredient type, desired slurry ratio, and slurry flow rate, and based upon 
mathematical modeling of the flow, the GUI will populate the input of dry ingredient required. The ranges 
of inputs from which the parameters are selected are defined by Doehler’s current system – dry good 
input between 300-800 kilograms per hour and water input between 3,000-8,000 liters per hour. The 
slurry flow is selected to match a flow rate based upon a desired brewing time further down line of the 
system. The slurry ratios used within the code range from 2-22%. These ranges are calculated based upon 
the ranges of inputs provided by the sponsor. The smallest end of the ranges, with the minimum amount 
of solid and minimum amount of water creates a 2% concentration slurry and the opposite combination 
creates a 20% concentration. 

5.0 Design Evaluation
5.1 Particle Analysis  

Particle analysis included calculations of the particle volume, bulk density, and particle density. 
The following were repeated for each of the three ingredients – coffee at a medium grind, green tea, and 
black tea – which were provided to the team by Doehler.   
5.1.1 Particle Volume Methods

Average particle volumes were calculated using images (see example in Figure 4) taken of the top 
view of the ingredient particles against a white background to find the average area in square millimeters. 
A second image (seen in Figure 5) of the same ingredients was taken from the side to find 
the average thickness of the particles in millimeters. These values were retrieved using the image 
processing software, ImageJ. For the average area calculation, a thresholding technique was utilized to 
calculate the values. Particles less than 0.1 square millimeter were neglected due to an unrealistically 
small average area calculation when they were included. For the average thickness values, a straight 
line was traced from the top to the bottom of each particle. Finally, the average particle volume in cubic 
millimeters was calculated using the average area value multiplied by the average thickness value. 
Sample values from testing can be seen in Table 1.

Figure 4: Example of Top View of Ingredient Particles (Black Tea)
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Figure 5: Example of Side View of Ingredient Particles (Black Tea)

5.1.2 Bulk Density Methods 
Average bulk density was found by filling a container of known volume with each of 

the dry ingredients and finding the mass of the dry ingredient (shown in Figure 6). The volume of the 
container was determined using water and measuring the amount which fit into the container used. The 
bulk density value was calculated by dividing the mass value by the volume value. Sample values from 
testing can be seen in Table 1.

Figure 6: Example of Bulk Density Method (Coffee)

5.1.3 Particle Density Methods
Particle density was determined using a displacement method (shown in Figure 7) with water in a 

graduated cylinder containing a pre-weighed amount of the dry ingredient. In order to account for any 
porousness within the particles and to get a cleaner reading at the meniscus, particles could sink before 
reading the volume change. The mass of dry ingredients was divided by the volume change to calculate 
the particle density values. Sample values from testing can be seen in Table 1. 
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Figure 7: Example of Particle Density Method (Coffee)

5.1.4 Data and Calculations 

Table 1: Example of Particle Analysis Data (Black Tea)

Particle Area (mm²) Particle Thickness (mm) Particle Volume (mm³)

0.727 0.322 0.234

Mass (g) Volume (mL) Bulk Density (g/L)

40.16 114.38 351.11

Mass (g) Volume (mL) Particle Density (g/L)

5 7 714.29

[1]𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 (𝑚𝑚3) = 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝑚𝑚2) 𝑥 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 (𝑚𝑚)

[2]𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑔
𝐿) =

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 (𝑔)
𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 (𝑚𝐿) ∗

1000 𝑚𝐿
1 𝐿

[3]𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑔
𝐿) =

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 (𝑔)
𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 (𝑚𝐿) ∗

1000 𝑚𝐿
1 𝐿
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Table 2: Average Values from Particle Analysis

 Avg Particle Volume (mm³) Avg Bulk Density (g/L) Avg Particle Density (g/L)

Coffee 0.249 277.78 2331.17

Black Tea 0.202 348.23 912.00

Green Tea 0.299 315.44 1260.24

5.2 GUI (Graphical User Interface) and Calculations

[4]𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑆𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑦 =  
 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑

 1 ―  [ (
𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 –  𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑

 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑
) ∗ 𝑆𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑦𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜]

[5]𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 =  
𝑆𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑦𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 ∗ 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑

1 ― 𝑆𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑦𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜

[6]𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑦 =  
𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 + 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑

𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑆𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑦

Figure 8: GUI with selected values for black tea, displaying sample inputs for desired slurry ratio and water input to display the 
populated output information.
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As can be seen in Figure 8, when the desired parameters are combined with equations [4], [5] and 
[6] that are incorporated within the code, the required solid and water inputs can be calculated as well as 
all the ranges of slurry ratios and corresponding volumetric flow rates [3,6]. The ranges of flow rates and 
slurry ratios are based on the required water input and all possible solid inputs that make up the range of 
slurry ratios. A graph of these calculations clearly defines the desired slurry flow rate and how the slurry 
flow rates change based on the changing slurry ratio. This graph can be seen in Figure 9. 

As confirmed by the particle analysis, it is necessary to account for the varying particle densities 
of the different ingredients. To do this, the GUI allows the user to select the ingredient from the list and 
uses its respective particle density to calculate the slurry density as seen in equation [4] with all further 
calculations accounting for the ingredient’s particle density as well [3]. In future applications this list can 
be expanded to include any botanical ingredient desired permitted the particle density is known.

6.0 Results
6.1 Results from GUI

Figure 9: Graph produced by GUI based on user inputs

Results from the GUI are plotted as a graph in Figure 9. The GUI allows the user to input the 
volumetric flow rate of the slurry and then calculate the required inflow rates for the water and solid 
inputs. This desired volumetric flow is then graphed versus the inputted slurry ratio. Based off the 
calculated required water flow rate, the GUI creates a theoretical line that shows all the theoretical 
volumetric flow rates versus their corresponding slurry ratios. 

Readings from a meter by the sight glass in the post mixing spot (highlighted in Figure 1) will be 
plotted on the same graph as the input and the theoretical line allows the user to see what slurry ratio is 
actually being supplied by the auger and water input. If the actual volumetric flow is higher than the 
theoretical value then the slurry ratio is too high, and the auger needs to slow down. If the volumetric 
flow rate is lower than the theoretical value than the slurry ratio is too low, and the auger needs to speed 
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up to add dry ingredient to the mixture. If this GUI and the calculations were to be incorporated into a 
PID loop it is also possible to automate this process. 

6.2 Results from Particle Analysis
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Figure 10: Relation between Average Particle Volume and Average Bulk Density

Results from particle analysis can be seen in Table 2 for the three different ingredients. A 
comparison of the particle volume compared to bulk density for each ingredient can be seen in Figure 10. 
This figure shows that there is no correlation between bulk density when particle volume for the 
ingredients is very similar. This is significant because it means that even if the particle volume is similar 
for the ingredients used at Doehler, it cannot be assumed they will have similar dry flow rates from the 
auger due to differing bulk densities. This means each ingredient need to have its own input flow rate and 
their individual particle densities will have to be utilized for the theoretical calculations. The GUI design 
helps overcome this limitation because it lets a user select their ingredient and then will automatically 
incorporate the ingredients’ particle densities from the particle analysis into its calculations.

7.0 Cost Analysis 
To verify the accuracy of the meters and the GUI, small scale testing needs to be performed. The 

pumping system, tested meters, and water will be provided by Ohio State and Doehler. Rotary flow 
meters with their respective connectors and a level sensor for the hydration tank will need to be purchased 
to perform testing.

Figure 11: Proteus Series 6000 Rotary Flow Meter used in Physical Testing 5
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Based on the cost and pump specifications and slurry flow rate calculations, a Proteus 6000 series 
(displayed in Figure 11) should be used. With a range of 0.95-9.5 liters per minute, each meter will cost 
approximately $200 [5] plus an additional $110 for their respective connectors (based on quote from 
Sanitary Fittings). A capacitance level sensor, selected for its ability to handle slurries, will cost roughly 
$300.3 This brings the total cost of small-scale testing to $810. Labor cost is excluded for this experiment, 
as it will be performed by students. 

After small scale testing is completed, a final meter will be selected for implementation in 
Doehler’s system. The following meters were selected for their performance when measuring slurries and 
their ability to be used in hygienic applications: magnetic, ultrasonic, and Coriolis mass flow meters. 
Exact costs for each meter vary with precision, flow range, and pipe size. However, approximate costs 
can be compared between flow meters as shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: Comparative Cost of Meters2

Flow Meters Initial Cost Maintenance Cost

Magnetic High Low

Ultrasonic High Very Low

Mass Medium Low

8.0 Further Design Considerations
Additional considerations for this project include sustainability, manufacturability, health and 

safety, and limitations in application. The GUI was created with editability and flexibility in mind. 
Doehler plans to run a variety of coffees, teas, and botanicals on their product line and the GUI is made to 
be updated to meet the needs for every dry ingredient. Additionally, each proposed meter has no moving 
parts so interference in the system is minimized. Furthermore, the low upkeep costs make it easy to 
sustain the project for years to come. For manufacturability, the mass flow meter is the only in-line sensor 
recommended and requires scheduled installation. However, the ultrasonic and magnetic flow meters are 
out-of-line sensors and can be installed during pre-scheduled downtime of the system. Moreover, the GUI 
can be connected to the flow meters and auger during pre-scheduled downtime. 

The health and safety of the floor workers will be improved after the installation of the feedback 
loop. Less manual adjustments of the system will be made so less workers on the plant floor during 
operation will be required. Finally, the limit for the slurry ratio of Doehler’s system is 17% which causes 
flow rate to slow to a near stop and can result in pipe and pump clogging. The GUI can calculate all flow 
rates within and beyond this range, so the limitations of the design exceed the limitations of the system. 

9.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
9.1 Conclusions 

From particle analysis, it was found that green tea obtained the largest particle volume of 0.299 
mm³, black tea had the largest average bulk density of 348.23 g/L, and coffee was the largest average 
particle density of 2331.17 g/L. The particle analysis found no direct correlation between particle volume 
and bulk density. However, the fact that the bulk density was not the same for similar particle volumes is 
significant because it means that each dry ingredient will have a different effect on volumetric flow rate. 
A Graphical User (GUI) was constructed to pair with the particle analysis data collected. The GUI allows 
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a user to input parameters such as particle type, particle density, slurry density, desired slurry ratio, and 
desired water input. These inputs generate a corresponding volumetric flow rate. This volumetric flow 
rate is then graphed with the GUI versus the inputted slurry ratio. This creates a theoretical line that 
shows all the theoretical volumetric flow rates versus their corresponding slurry ratios. Ultimately the 
user can input their desired slurry ratio and the GUI will output the required flow ratio based on the input 
value. At the Doehler NA Atlanta facility, as described in Figure 1, this GUI can be used in tandem with 
in line meters to automate the water and solid ingredient input rates to achieve the desired slurry ratio. 
After detailed design and evaluation, it can firmly be stated that particle analysis directly impacts flow 
rate calculations. Simply stating that slurry concentration and volumetric flow rate have a direct 
relationship. Both the GUI and particle analysis data for green tea, black tea and coffee will be presented 
to Doehler. These deliverables will be used in applications from fluid dynamics to extraction kinetics in 
their Atlanta facility and other Doehler systems worldwide. 

9.2 Recommendations 
Further physical testing is recommended utilizing a system similar to the proposed small-scale 

testing design in Figure 12. This model will potentially validate our theoretical predictions from the 
Graphical User Interface. After validation from the model, automation of the design can take place. The 
particle analysis data should be used in tandem with the GUI and chosen in-line flow meter to incorporate 
everything into a PID response loop between the solids feed auger, water input flow meter and slurry flow 
meter. Our detailed future experimental design model is discussed in the next section.

10.0 Detailed Future Experimental Design-Model Validation
10.1 Possible Solution Implementation Locations

The sponsor has provided two sections of the system that could be altered to add 
sensors (highlighted in blue in Figure 1). One of which is below the mill in a 6ft section, after 
the Flowveyor. At this location, there is potential for a solids feed instrumentation to be added.  The other 
section is near the sight glass where a flow meter could be added. These options were explored 
independently to create a wide range of solutions and compare the best of each.  

10.2 Post-Milling Sensor 
A solids feed instrumentation would be the most direct way to measure the mass 

of dry material entering the line. A slurry ratio could be easily calculated when paired with the water mass 
flow measurements from the magnetic flow meter alrighty present in the line after the positive 
displacement pump in the current system. Additionally, having a sensor close to the auger input would 
create a better reactivity adjustment for the output to the auger. However, the dry material and water input 
enter a hydration tank before continuing into the system, so the slurry ratio would be an estimated average 
of what continues into the pipes.  
10.3 Post-Mixing Sensor 

Several types of flow meters including a magnetic flow meter, ultrasonic flow meter, and 
Coriolis mass flow meter were considered for the sight glass area. The meters themselves must be able to 
handle the potential physical impact on any probe due to a slurry, have increased sensitivity to detect 
minimal changes in the input of dry ingredient into the slurry, give a continuous and accurate reading to 
allow for immediate feedback to the screw auger causing any adjustments in ingredient amount needed, as 
well as be able to fit into the allotted stretch of piping indicated by the team’s sponsor near the sight 
glass.  
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10.4 Final Concept Implementation Locations
After research was performed by the team on the variety of sensors and instrumentation which 

could be implemented in Doehler’s current system at the two locations indicated, the team shifted focus 
on the location near the sight-glass or at the post-mixing section. This decision was a result of sponsor 
preference as well as cost and accessibility for testing by the team. While the post-milling sensor has been 
seen to be successfully used in other industrial applications, it was ultimately not chosen through a series 
of decision matrices performed by the team.

10.5 Small-Scale Physical Testing
The next step of testing will include the closed loop skid in the Parker Pilot Plant including an 

ultrasonic, a Coriolis mass flow, a Magnetic flow meters, as well as two rotary flow meters shown in 
Figure 11. The two rotary flow meters will be placed in line ahead of the other flow meters which will be 
tested. Rotary flow meters, per the recommendation of the team industrial sponsor, Dr. Phinney, will be 
used due to their consistency, accuracy, and precision. These two rotary meters will be used to validate 
the real values of the water inlet flow and the dry ingredient feed flow. The difference between the two 
rotary flow meters will be used as the true value of the slurry flow which will then be used to compare the 
workings of the mass and magnetic flow meters further down the line. Rotary meters, while reliable for 
testing, are not hygienic and thus not under consideration for a final solution but are simply being used for 
testing of a product in trial runs which will not be consumed. Three concentrations of slurries will be 
tested to obtain experimental volumetric flow values for 5%, 10%, and 15% slurry ratios for one grind of 
coffee, one fanning cut of black and green teas, the parameters for which are laid out in Table 4: Flow 
Rates for Various Botanical Slurries at Different . Particle analysis must be performed before this portion of 
testing to ensure that the grind of coffee and tea fanning are comparable in particle volume to further 
reduce any discrepancies variables within testing.

Figure 12: Small scale set up with dots representing solid, dash representing liquid, and dash-dot representing slurry

Experimental data will be collected for three tests of slurry flow through the loop piping for each 
of the three dry ingredients: coffee, black tea, and green tea. This experimental data will be collected and 
analyzed to help determine which of the sensors will have the more accurate and precise readings 
continuously so that one may be recommended to Doehler to implement in their industrial line. Collected 
data will be statistically analyzed to allow easy comparison and reduce work required to display the scale 
up process when implementation occurs at the end of the semester. Finally, the experimental data with the 
completed particle analysis will be combined so that a bulk density and desired slurry ratio inputs can be 
utilized in a feedback loop for Doehler between the final concept to the screw auger currently in place.
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Independent Variables

- Type of solid ingredient:
- Green tea, black tea, coffee

- Ingredient particle volume
- Slurry ratio:

- 5%, 10%, 15%
- Solids feed rate
- Pump 1 frequency
- Processing time
- Number of trials

Dependent Variables

- Rotary meter 1 volumetric flow rate
- Rotary meter 2 volumetric flow rate
- Tested meters flow rates
- Pump 2 frequency

Table 4: Flow Rates for Various Botanical Slurries at Different Ratios

Coffee Slurry Black Tea Slurry Green Tea SlurryPercent Slurry 
Concentration Dry (kg/hr) Water (gpm) Dry (kg/hr) Water (gpm) Dry (kg/hr) Water (gpm)

5% 52.57 4.40 56.10 4.69 47.88 4.01

10% 52.57 2.08 56.10 2.22 47.88 1.90

15% 52.57 1.31 56.10 1.40 47.88 1.20

Procedure:

1. Start water input from Parker Pilot Plant. 
2. Start pump 1 set at frequency determined from Table 4: Flow Rates for Various Botanical Slurries at 

Different .
3. Start pump 2 at the same set frequency as pump 1. 
4. Begin solids feed auger into hydration tank and begin agitator. 
5. Adjust pump 2 frequency to obtain constant level in hydration tank. 
6. Record frequencies from pumps 1 & 2, flow rates from rotary flow meters 1 & 2, and the tested 

meters flow rates on the digital displays all at consistent intervals for the desired processing time.
7. Repeat this process three times for each type of solid ingredient and slurry ratio.

Figure 13: Basic block diagram of flow through the system for physical testing

Figure 13 represents the basic block diagram of the detailed future experimental small-scale 
design. Following the procedure listed above, this design will generate the needed data to make the 
correct correlations of volumetric flow rates to slurry ratio. This procedure will be run a total of 27 times 
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to produce this data for black tea, green tea, and coffee. After analyzing this small-scale design data of the 
three proposed meters, a final flow meter with the lowest margin of error will ultimately be recommended 
to Doehler to use in their Atlanta facility. 
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12.0 Appendices
12.1 Appendix A: Qualifications of Personnel
12.1.1 Caroline Weisgerber
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12.1.2 Christian Gerding
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12.1.3 Christopher Waidelich
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12.1.4 Karissa Smith

Karissa Smith
614-264-6822 | smith.10523@osu.edu

Objective
I am a motivated undergraduate student seeking a summer/fall internship, co-op or full-time job in biological engineering. I work well on 
project teams and solo projects and hope to utilize my chemistry background in the food industry.

Education

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE | MAY 2020 | OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

· Majors: Bioengineering and Chemistry
· Recipient of Provost Scholarship
· Recipient of OSU-Honda Math Medal Award

Skills & Abilities

· Proficient in Microsoft Office and Excel

· Intermediate C/C++ and Matlab skills

· Proficient, patient and precise in a chemistry lab

· Intermediate chemistry instrumentation skills

· Proficient data and statistical analyzation skills

· Intermediate AutoCAD and Solidworks skills

· Work well in groups and on independent projects

· Proficient and practiced in technical writing

· Quick and eager learner

Experience

DOEHLER BLENDING CAPSTONE| OSU FOOD, AGRICULTURE, BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT| 8/2019 TO CURRENT

· Researched flow meters and dry-feed system as potential solutions for Doehler’s continuous flow system
· Coordinated with FABE department experts and out of state company sponsor to discuss project specifications, direction and potential 

solutions

NASA HUMAN EXPLORATION TEAM MEMBER| OSU WELDING ENGINEERING| 01/2016 TO CURRENT| SECRATARY 01/2019 TO 
CURRENT

· Created new concept for wheel design, gained experience in shop safety and tools for metal parts assembly 
· Planned trip for competition and oversaw group safety and professionalism
· Coordinated with small project teams to ensure completion of designs and fabrication on schedule

ROBOT TEAM| FUNDAMENTALS OF ENGINEERING HONORS COURSE| 01/2016 TO 4/2016

· Lead for documentation, assisted in construction of robot
· Oversaw testing, completion of project goals and group assignments
· Top 16 out of 76 teams in competition, awarded 3rd place in most consistent
https://u.osu.edu/feh16e3/ Password: FEH2016

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH| OHIO STATE BEE LAB| 06/2018 TO CURRENT

· Completed an individual project to study Nosema Ceranae in honeybees and screen for viable treatments and potential infection
accelerants

· Assisted in data collection and bee yard upkeep
· Performed talks and poster presentations at Ohio State, Ohio South Beekeepers Assoc. conference and plan on speaking at American 

Beekeeping Federation Conference in 2020

SOCCER REFEREE| OHIO SOUTH YOUTH SOCCER ASSOCIATION| 04/2009 TO CURRENT

· Officiate games to maintain standards of play and to ensure that game rules are observed
· Inspect sporting equipment and examine participants to ensure compliance with event and safety regulations
· Communicate with other officials to call infractions or to otherwise regulate play or competition
· Complete yearly certification and stay updated on rule additions and changes
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12.1.5 Cody Dingess
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12.2 Appendix B: Graphical User Interface Code

%%%%%%%%%%BELOW IS THE CODE FOR A GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE DESIGNED TO 
INCORPORATE%%%%%%%%%
 %%%%%%%%%%FLUID DYNAMICS AND THE SPECIFIC SYSTEM PARAMETERS OF DOEHLERS 
CONTINIOUS%%%%%
 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%BOTANICAL SLURRY FLOW EXTRACTION 
PROCESS%%%%%%%%%%%%
 
 %%%% THE CODE IS DESIGNED TO ALLOW A USER TO SELECT THEIR DESIRE SLURRY
 %%%% RATIO AND DESIRED SLURRY FLOW RATE, AND FROM THERE CALCULATE THE
 %%%% SYSTEMS REQUIRED INPUT PARAMETERS
 %%%% THE CODE THEN SERVES TO GRAPH THEIR DESIRED SLURRY FLOW RATE AND
 %%%% SLURRY RATIO AND COMPARE IT TO A THEORETICAL LINE THAT IS THE
 %%%% CALCUALTED SLURRY FLOW RATE FOR EACH POSSIBLE SLURRY RATIO
 %%%% IF USED IN DOEHLER SYSTEM THIS CAN BE MODIFIED TO ALSO GRAPH AND
 %%%% READING FROM A SENSOR OR OTHER MEASURING TOOL AND COMPARE THE
 %%%% MEASURED SLURRY FLOW RATE TO THE THEORETICAL FLOW RATE
 %%%% WHERE THE MEASURED SLURRY FLOW RATE PLOTS ON THE GRAPH TELLS A USER
 %%%% WHAT THEIR ACTUALY SLURRY RATIO IS CURRENTLY AT AND THUS THE INPUT OF
 %%%% THE SOLID INGREDIENT CAN BE ADJUSTED BY THE AUGER TO SHIFT THE
 %%%% MEASURED SLURRY FLOW RATE TO MATCH THE DESRIED THEORETICAL SLURRY
 %%%% FLOWRATE, THUS KEEPING THE SLURRY RATIO CONSTANT AND IMPROVING THE
 %%%% EFFIECIENY AND ACURRACY OF THE CONCETRATION OF THE BOTANTICAL BEING 
BREWED
 
 %%%%%%% FUTURE WORK WITH THIS CODE AND GUI CAN ALLOW THIS TO BE INCORPORATED
 %%%%%%% INTO A PI&D LOOP TO AUTONOMOUSLY RUN THE READINGS, CALCULATIONS, AND
 %%%%%%% ADJUSTMENTS TO THE SOLID INPUT, THUS IMPROVING THE SYSTEM EVEN
 %%%%%%% MORE AND DECREAING POSSIBLE HUMAN ERROR
 
function varargout = CapstoneGui(varargin)
% CAPSTONEGUI MATLAB code for CapstoneGui.fig
%      CAPSTONEGUI, by itself, creates a new CAPSTONEGUI or raises the 
existing
%      singleton*.
%
%      H = CAPSTONEGUI returns the handle to a new CAPSTONEGUI or the handle 
to
%      the existing singleton*.
%
%      CAPSTONEGUI('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local
%      function named CALLBACK in CAPSTONEGUI.M with the given input 
arguments.
%
%      CAPSTONEGUI('Property','Value',...) creates a new CAPSTONEGUI or 
raises the
%      existing singleton*.  Starting from the left, property value pairs are
%      applied to the GUI before CapstoneGui_OpeningFcn gets called.  An
%      unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application
%      stop.  All inputs are passed to CapstoneGui_OpeningFcn via varargin.
%
%      *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu.  Choose "GUI allows only one
%      instance to run (singleton)".
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%
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES
 
% Edit the above text to modify the response to help CapstoneGui
 
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 23-Apr-2020 12:04:27
 
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
gui_Singleton = 1;
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ...
                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ...
                   'gui_OpeningFcn', @CapstoneGui_OpeningFcn, ...
                   'gui_OutputFcn',  @CapstoneGui_OutputFcn, ...
                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ...
                   'gui_Callback',   []);
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})
    gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});
end
 
if nargout
    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
else
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
end
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
 
 
% --- Executes just before CapstoneGui is made visible.
function CapstoneGui_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
% hObject    handle to figure
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% varargin   command line arguments to CapstoneGui (see VARARGIN)
 
% Choose default command line output for CapstoneGui
handles.output = hObject;
 
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
 
% UIWAIT makes CapstoneGui wait for user response (see UIRESUME)
% uiwait(handles.figure1);
 
 
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
function varargout = CapstoneGui_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% varargout  cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);
% hObject    handle to figure
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
 
% Get default command line output from handles structure
varargout{1} = handles.output;
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function wtwtin_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to wtwtin (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
 
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of wtwtin as text
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of wtwtin as a 
double
 
 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function wtwtin_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to wtwtin (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
 
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
   
   
end
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
% --- Executes on button press in waterselectionpush.
function waterselectionpush_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to waterselectionpush (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
 
    %                  &&&&& NOTE &&&&
    % Water selection push button isnt actually for water anymore
    % Code was changed where instead slurry flow rate is inputted but the 
call
    % back name was kept the same
    % Once waterselctionpush button is pushed is activate the equations below
 
 
    % Below here is a calculation of the range of slurry percents being used 
and
    % applied to the final plot. The range of wtwtpercentage can always be
    % adjusted as well as the value it increase by
    % for usage now the slurries range from 2 percent to 22 percent and
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    % increases by 0.5 percent
    
global wtwtpercent
global Slurrypercent
wtwtpercent=2:.5:22;
Slurrypercent = wtwtpercent/100';
 
    % Now would like to establish a Density of slurry for range of slurry 
ratios
    % the calculations bellow calculated the density of the slurry again 
taking
    % in the ingredeint density and density of water
    % this calculation serves to calculate the 
    
global Density_Slurry_all
global CoffeeDensity
    global DensL
    DensL=1000;
Density_Slurry_all=(DensL./(1-(((CoffeeDensity-
DensL)/CoffeeDensity).*Slurrypercent)));
 
 
    % callback that gets the Voluemtric Slurry Flow rate as desired by the 
user
    % and sets it as a variable
    
global inputSlurryRate
inputSlurryRate=str2num(get(handles.SlurryFlow, 'String'));
 
    % call back that gets the slurry ratio as desired by the user and set it 
as
    % a variable
    
global inputwtwtratioper
 inputwtwtratioper = str2num(get(handles.wtwtin, 'string'));
    inputwtwtratio=inputwtwtratioper/100;
    global CoffeeDensity
    global DensL
    DensL=1000;
   
    % Below the code proceeds to calculate the Density of the slurry based on 
    %Density of selected ingredeint (CoffeeDensity) and density of water 
(DensL)
    %Also incorporates the desired slurry ratio (inputwtwtratio) to 
determined
    %the density of the slurry
 
Density_Slurry_req=(DensL/(1-(((CoffeeDensity-
DensL)/CoffeeDensity)*inputwtwtratio))); 
 
    % required Solid input in kg/hr is calculate below using the values of 
the user's
    % inputted slurry flow rate, the inputted slurry ratio and the density of
    % the slurry
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requiredSolidIn= 
((inputSlurryRate/1000)*Density_Slurry_req)*(inputwtwtratio);
 
    % Once the requiredSolidIn is calculated the require water input in L/hr
    % can be calculated using the solid in and the inputted slurry ratio
    
global ReqWaterFlow
 
ReqWaterFlow=(requiredSolidIn/inputwtwtratio)-requiredSolidIn;
 
 
    % In order to create the theoretical line of all possible Slurry flow 
rates
    % for each slurry ratio for a singular water input the calculated below 
are
    % utilized
    % the range Slurry percents established above as well as all the possible
    % densities of the slurry calculated above are used to establish all the 
    % possible solid inputs for the one required water input as calculated 
above
    % and then combining the one water input with the range of possible solid
    % inputs we get the range of possible total masses in kg/hr (defined as
    % variable AllTotalMass
    
global Slurrypercent
global Density_Slurry_all
AllSolidIn = (Slurrypercent*ReqWaterFlow)./(1-Slurrypercent);
AllTotalMass=ReqWaterFlow+AllSolidIn;
 
    % Once the range of possible total masses is calculated it is now 
possible
    % to calculated all the possible theoretical Volmetric Flow rates of the
    % Slurry across all the possible slurry ratios
    %This is calculated bellow incorporating the ranges of slurry densities
    %calulated above
    %the units are in L/Hr
    
global VolFlowRateAll
VolFlowRateAll=(AllTotalMass./Density_Slurry_all)*1000;
 
    % These call functions serve to set the calculated values of required 
Solid
    % in, require water in, and density of the slurry back into the GUI
    % interface so values can be easily read and understood
    
set(handles.requiredsolid, 'string', num2str(requiredSolidIn));
set(handles.requiredflowrate, 'string', num2str(ReqWaterFlow));
set(handles.SlurryDensity, 'string' , num2str(Density_Slurry_req));
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% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function ingredientselection_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to ingredientselection (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
 
% Hint: listbox controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
 
 
 
 
% --- If Enable == 'on', executes on mouse press in 5 pixel border.
% --- Otherwise, executes on mouse press in 5 pixel border or over 
waterflowlist.
function waterflowlist_ButtonDownFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to waterflowlist (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
 
 
 
function SlurryFlow_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to SlurryFlow (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
 
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of SlurryFlow as text
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of SlurryFlow as 
a double
 
 
 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function SlurryFlow_CreateFcn(hObject, ~, handles)
% hObject    handle to SlurryFlow (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
 
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
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% --- Executes on button press in exitbutton.
function exitbutton_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to exitbutton (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
close all
 
 
 
% --- Executes on button press in plotbutton9.
function plotbutton9_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to plotbutton9 (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
 
    %The plot button serves to take the values calculated above and plot them
    %to a graph
    %the graph can be utilized to see desired volumetric flow rate of the
    %slurry and its desired corresponding slurry ratio as a line of al the
    %theoretical slurry flow rates for the range of slurry ratios
 
global wtwtpercent
global inputwtwtratioper
global inputSlurryRate
 
global ReqWaterFlow
 
 
global VolFlowRateAll
VolFlowRateAll=VolFlowRateAll';
wtwtpercent=wtwtpercent';
 
figure(1)
set(gcf, 'Units', 'Normalized', 'OuterPosition', [0, 0.04, 1, 0.96]);
plot(wtwtpercent,VolFlowRateAll,'r--
',inputwtwtratioper,inputSlurryRate,'g*');
xlabel('Slurry Wt/Wt Percentage');
ylabel('Volumetric Flow L/hr');
title('Volumetric Flow vs Slurry Wt/Wt Percentages for Specific Water In');
legend('Theoretical Line Corresponding To Slurry Ratio and Volumetric Flow 
Rates','Theoretical Flow Rate')
 
%the two text functions below serve to clearly list the volumetric flow
%rate of the slurry at its point on the graph, as well as the required
%input of the water flow so that it shows that water flkow rate stays the
%same and only solid flow rate changes as the slurry ratio increases or
%decreases
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text(inputwtwtratioper,inputSlurryRate,['\leftarrow Volumetric flowrate= 
',num2str(inputSlurryRate)])
text(3,inputSlurryRate+300, ['Input Water flowrate= ',num2str(ReqWaterFlow), 
' L/hr'])
 
 
 
% --- Executes on button press in Clearallbutton.
function Clearallbutton_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to Clearallbutton (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
 
    % theses call backs serve to change all the values to zero on the GUI 
code
    % and interface
    % if the user so desires
 
set(handles.DryDensity, 'string','default');
set(handles.wtwtin, 'string','default');
set(handles.SlurryDensity, 'string','default');
set(handles.requiredsolid, 'string','default');
set(handles.requiredflowrate, 'string','default');
set(handles.SlurryFlow, 'string','default');
 
% --- Executes on selection change in ingredientselect.
function ingredientselect_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to ingredientselect (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
 
% Hints: contents = cellstr(get(hObject,'String')) returns ingredientselect 
contents as cell array
%        contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item from 
ingredientselect
 
 
 
% --- Executes on selection change in listbox4.
function listbox4_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to listbox4 (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
 
% Hints: contents = cellstr(get(hObject,'String')) returns listbox4 contents 
as cell array
%        contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item from listbox4
 
    %This list box serves to list the possible ingredients a user can select
    %from
    %once the user select and ingredient the calculations for slurry density
    %will henceforth use the values establish below for each ingredients
    %particle density as the CoffeeDensity variable in the calculations
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 contents = cellstr(get(hObject, 'String'));
popChoice= contents(get(hObject, 'Value'));
 
    if (strcmp(popChoice, 'Medium Coffee'))
    popVal= 2331.169;
    elseif (strcmp(popChoice, 'Fannings Black Tea'))
    popVal= 912;
    
    elseif (strcmp(popChoice, 'Fannings Green Tea'))
    popVal= 1260.244;
    
 
end
assignin('base','popVal',popVal)
 
    % this call back sets the ingredients dry particle density into a box so
    % that the user can clearly see what the particle density is of the
    % ingredient that each selected
 
set(handles.DryDensity, 'string', num2str(popVal))
global CoffeeDensity
CoffeeDensity=popVal;
 
 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function listbox4_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to listbox4 (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
 
% Hint: listbox controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
   
end


